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WATERTON-GLACIER INTERNATIONAL PEACE PARK

When huckleberry
and raspberry
and thimbleberry
and strawberry
are ripening
and the bearsand the bears
are roaming
oh you bet
I can find them

Just as the hummingbirds
always seem to find me
Inquisitive and intrusive
and buzzyand buzzy
their tiny hearts racing

When the fresh snow falls
while I am whiskey-drinking
the lake glow

the mountain is Almost-a-Dog Mountain

And the lake settles
under the cold weight of nightunder the cold weight of night
and makes its own clouds
to send up towards
the melting glaciers

while waxwings down below
perch for the night

I don’t perch as much as I sprawl
A silk handkerchief A silk handkerchief 
around my neck
to keep out the cold
My oily face
on my sweater-pillow

I find scat in the morning
with intestines in it
I couldn’t make a guessI couldn’t make a guess
I suppose a fox
It was small









SPINE EMPATHY

I used to hate eating the spine
from the sardine can

Someone once told me
that eating the spine

reminds you to have empathy

wwhich is a nice thought
that I don’t want









SNAG ENTROPY

The forest is mostly failed trees

If you roam a swath of forest
long enough
you start to see chaos
acting on familiar bodies

The 50-ft aspen snagThe 50-ft aspen snag
gripping with rotting roots
gave overnight
An old threat finally muted

In the fallen snag
Williamson’s sapsucker nestlings
begging for food

The male was close byThe male was close by
Eyeing me
Scurrying up a nearby pine

I checked every day

I think they might not have been eaten









LUNA

Will you ever stop please
turning around on alpine trails
to hurry me with a ghost-eyed glance
I am trying my damndest

I love a steep grade

I have always loved to sufferI have always loved to suffer

I could fly off this mountain
in one ecstatic leap
and you are somehow
still ahead of me
Your paws are light mischief
You’re not hurt
though I amthough I am

running









I AM A MOUNTAIN WOMAN

What am I doing here

I am a mountain woman
I want all the things that sparkle
In the daytime
And threaten me at night

If a thin dead ponderosa buckles twistsIf a thin dead ponderosa buckles twists
And turns silver
I want that too

I am a mountain woman

A grizzly bear crossed me
In a thimbleberry patch

And I did not lay down in front of it

I called it by its nameI called it by its name
and I did not run either

I did not think twice

I am beyond your shadow now
I recall a mood
When your betrayals made my skin
translucent and pliable
When I was glowing and wetWhen I was glowing and wet
And red-nosed in front of a cold window
And I thought I might move to Montana
Find a bear
And lay down in front of it

How happy I am now in the mountains

With you out somewhere in the city









BABY

Don't look at me!

Now is not the time
for your little cruelties

I feel the heat on my belly

You have the eyes
of a horse being spurredof a horse being spurred

Bed me

Your sibilant begging

My shining buckle

Your quiet hoof









IT’S A G DAMN RAM RODEO OVER HERE

My ankles found new angles
to feel at home at
after side-walking these mountains
all summer

After side-stepping these rattl’rs
that don’t appear to want any troublethat don’t appear to want any trouble
or they would have ended me by now

Collecting urine from bighorn sheep
is as easy as scraping wet dirt
with a plastic spoon

The centrifuge, too, is simple
I run it on batteries out of the truck
to separate piss from dirtto separate piss from dirt

The hardest part is finding the rams
once I do, I sit
and get comfortable
they get comfortable, too
so that when I get up
and move towards them
they stand and pissthey stand and piss
like I want them to

The rams just move aside for me

I start to name them

Pepper
Sandy
Shark
WolfWolf
Dark matter
Dark energy
Vera Rubin
Lando
Leia
Are
CrumbCrumb
Nancy Holt









SOPHIE

You came to find me
in Montana again

Your lil gremlin dog
bouncing

We were wearing
the same fucking outfitthe same fucking outfit
But instead of laughing
we just didn’t say it
because of course

Two sisters quietly eat rare, thick-cut steaks together

Two sisters go for a walk in turtlenecks 
and eviscerate the predatory curators
who feign interest in your work who feign interest in your work 
just to try to get inside your heavy-weight denim

They will die shameful deaths

And we will fill the ground with raw power
when we are buried there









RAISE A RIFLE AS MANY TIMES A DAY 
AS YOU NEED TO AVENGE YOURSELF

When I realized my neighbor
was watching me through the window
changing out of my clothes
I felt my heart fill up with dirt

Well I just took the rifle from the sillWell I just took the rifle from the sill

and I raised it

feeling a great sense 
of destiny and concentration

and I pointed it right at his fucking head








